
AN IDEAL EDUCATION SYSTEM

These are not just ideal attributes of an imaginary system, but features of an actual education system. As Professor
Hannele Niemi described these elements of.

In this world, no child is left behind or deprived of their basic rights to a quality education. No standardized
testing. I would say High School diplomas are the bare minimum requirement to get a minimum wage job
other than a GED. Learning about how to do something and actually getting to do it are two extremely
different things. It is usually ok in Europe, but the Japanese Ministry of Education is notorious for deciding the
exact content of everthing and limiting the use of school books to only a few government approved ones. In
order to become an effective teacher, I understand that I need to become perceptive to a childs personal
interests and motivational needs, learning needs, and abilities, as well as ethnic and cultural similarities and
differences. Now, we would be thinking, what would our education system look like in our ideal world? This
is a role I would like to take. Schools educate children learning to encourages universal harmony and
coexistence and to understand collective human goals, shared prosperity and development of human
civilization. Technology and special education Essay Words 3 Pages Technology and special education Essay
We live in an era where computers are used in most peoples everyday life. I believe the purposes of education
are necessary for the child to live a successful life. That is an excellent motivation for people to take the most
difficult course and concentrate hard, so that they have to spend less time at school. They undergo a
research-based education which aims to nurture analytical and open-minded individuals. I believe this is a
good idea because some kids need more help than others and it is good to focus a little more on the students
who need it. My personal philosophy of education Essay Words 2 Pages My philosophy of education are the
types that are known as progressivism and existentialism. We must place emphasis on programs in our
Exceptional Student Education programs more Having went to rural School I can definitely agree that smaller
classes allow more time with the teachers. Students could be allowed to change class level within the year, if
they realized it is too easy or too difficult. This system is already the norm in most English-speaking countries,
but is much less developed in continental Europe, where all students must learn all subjects, and can usually
only choose to have a few more or less hours a week of some subjects like maths, sciences or languages.
Stable psychology and socialization Japan , or high intellectual exigency and the pressure that goes with it
Europe? Some developed nations have opened up Early Education, while the United States really lags in that
general area. It is No More Us-Against-Them The changed world does not carry the stigma of racism,
discrimination or any sort of phobia against human being because we have embraced diverse religions, races,
nationalities, and cultures. When schools got more money they focused on buying new books and other things
to better their Library. The United States has dropped from top education to seventh place. As a result, school
becomes less strict and less efficient. Though attaining this ideal world has not been easy but it would endorse
the visionary leadership and heroic story of our forefathers who laid the foundation of global goals. They are
working on helping disadvantaged students educationally. Believing that it is too early to judge individual
capacities at age 11 or 12, streaming was discontinued and a common 9-year education introduced. But not
everybody is able to, and teachers should direct the students to classes matching their ability if they can't
realise it by themselves. As a result, nobody fails! Some people believe that if we just add more money to the
problem it will be fixed, but that is not the case. Japanese stress the importance of harmony over intelligence
for itslef. But, the most important issue is education. Education is free for everyone, through to the higher
education level. Firstly, classes should be divided by ability. Reflections on the reasons for the success of the
PISA success.


